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Abstract: Increased and enhanced utilisation of remote sensing and robotics in the Arctic can further
enhance cultural safety and well-being and reduce the risks posed to archaeologists, heritage workers
and others in the field. In this preliminary scoping survey, the authors review the current use of
these technologies and consider a range of related issues, from cultural safety to nefarious use
by criminals. Initial discussions with experts have informed areas of concern; and the potential
for further integration. In the future, the University of Tromsø’s new Tromsø Arctic Simulation
Integration Centre (TASIC) will be utilised to evaluate a range of scenarios to inform risk analysis
and contribute towards safety enhancement in the Arctic Heritage at Risk Project (Arctic-HARP). The
following is an overview of the significant state-of-the-art technologies and related matters.
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1. Introduction

Climate change in the Arctic is impacting cultural heritage on a devastating scale,
ranging from coastal erosion that is damaging or destroying coastal archaeological sites to
accelerating biological and chemical processes causing decay, disturbance and obliteration
of objects and structures [1–4]. Climate change has allowed the pillaging of woolly mam-
moth tusks from thawing ground, many from archaeological sites, and increased general
tourist ‘souveniring’ of material culture. The cultural safety of local communities is at
risk through the theft, damage or destruction of cultural objects and places of spiritual,
cultural and historical significance. The physical risks associated with responding include
the usual challenges of Arctic field operations, potential exposure to hazardous materials
from the past industrial and military activity and, in some instances, encountering criminal
activity. This is a challenge for governments and industries, including tourism. In addition,
it concerns NGOs such as the International Council on Monuments and Sites’ International
Polar Heritage Committee, academia and local communities [5]. Remote sensing and
robotics are increasingly integrated into the data collection necessary for computational
and human assessment to inform heritage-at-risk policy, analysis, planning, preparation,
and considering how to respond safely. The spatial and temporal data collected in these
ways, and the technical tools required to analyse them, are increasingly becoming freely
available in the public domain, often through open-source platforms. Of particular note
are the European Union’s Copernicus programme and the Sentinel satellite series that
supports it [6], the associated SNAP (Sentinel Application Platform) analysis toolbox [7],
and the cloud computing resources made available through the Google Earth Engine [8]. In
particular, the conception of the Copernicus programme as an integrated Earth Observation
data collection system operating in or near real-time is highly aligned with the applications
defined in this paper and, as we note below, the range of spatiotemporal observation charac-
teristics that it can achieve is in general well matched to them. Ultra-high spatial resolutions,
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down to the centimetre scale, can be achieved using remote sensing systems carried by
Uninhabited Autonomous Vehicles (UAVs—‘drones’) and are well-matched to the scale of
sites, structures and artefacts. Changes to the environmental setting, such as coastal erosion,
permafrost thawing, and boreal advances, can be routinely and effectively monitored using
spaceborne remote sensing to understand cumulative changes better and monitor extreme
events. Remote sensing, robotics and analytical resources can enhance heritage fieldwork,
inform broader situational awareness, and contribute to further research.

Integrating local communities’ expert knowledge with remote sensing and robotics
resources is a culturally appropriate effect multiplier to improve safety and resilience in the
Arctic heritage domain. This will allow the limited number of archaeologists, other heritage
professionals, and support members to be deployed more efficiently, effectively and safely.
Analysis in the field can be enhanced by utilising more extensive computational resources,
with additional human analysis ground-truthing. In extreme events, ranging from major
storms and fires to criminality or civil conflict, remote sensing has a vital overwatch role
of heritage sites and heritage personnel. The security of related data is an area of concern.
Robust retention procedures and access control protocols are required to avoid the loss of
data or inappropriate access in the context of cultural privacy or by criminals. The aim of
this technical note is to provide an overview of the ways in which modern data collection
technologies, represented by remote sensing and robotics, can address some of the specific
challenges relating to the safety of cultural heritage in the Arctic. We do not present any
new research results, although we hope to stimulate the development of a new field of
research by synthesising ideas from existing technologies.

2. Risk and Safety

Cultural respect and safety should inform all processes and decisions regarding the
utilisation of remote sensing and robotics in Arctic cultural matters. Prior consultation with
the source and, in some instances, associated communities should be the first step with
a clear and transparent overview of how remote sensing and robotics could be utilised
in the operational phase and how the data gathered would be stored, shared and utilised
in the media, academic publications and other fora such development of government
policy. There is also the potential that remote sensing and robotics can enhance and
validate traditional narratives and understandings of the past [9,10]. This can lead to
enhanced pride in the past and confidence in the future [11]. However, it may well be
that communities choose not to allow these new technologies to be used to examine their
ancestors’ settlements, pathways and lifeways or—directly or indirectly—their current
lives. Remote sensing is a surveillance technology, and there may be restrictions on certain
times of the year and locations to respect the privacy of the community and ceremonial
activities. The engagement between local communities and researchers should result in
a legacy of new information and when desired, enhanced skills in the local community
to utilise remote sensing and robotic resources in their endeavours. The Nunalleq Project
in Quinhagak, Alaska, is an example of a local community initiating an archaeological
project, and through participatory research methods, based on their traditional knowledge
and ethical engagement from the academic community, founded on the belief that . . . ’.
Indigenous participation should also reflect Indigenous autonomy’ [12]. This includes the
transfer of technology and expertise to the local community to enable the coproduction
of knowledge can occur or if the community decides, the production of knowledge that
is exclusively for the community to know and utilise. The increasing use of artificial
intelligence (AI) has led to associated endeavours to produce explainable AI (XAI) that
allows an ‘Understanding of “what goes on in the black box” . . . ’ [12,13]. Integral to
the coproduction of knowledge is a clear understanding of the AI being utilised. Local
communities and the resources of the state, technical, organisational and human, can also
work in partnership to protect sites such as those of Franklin’s lost Northwest Passage
expedition with HMS Erebus and HMS Terror [14] (See Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The wrecks of HMS Erebus and HMS Terror sites are protected through the combined
endeavours of the local Inuit guardians and the resources of the Canadian state [14].

The physical and biological environment of the Arctic can pose risks both to the
physical integrity and stability of cultural sites and artefacts and also to the health and
safety of people who may be interacting with them, e.g., as guardians of heritage sites or as
researchers. Existing threats may be posed by the ruggedness of terrain or by changes in the
terrain through landslides, coastal or thermokarst erosion, earthquakes or volcanic eruption;
glacier surges or sudden glacial lake outburst flood events; an explosion of subterranean
methane; and extreme weather. Climate change can alter the physical characteristics of the
environment in adverse ways, for example, by thawing permafrost and destabilising the
ground or even opening sinkholes, enhancing the rate of coastal erosion and increasing
the frequency of extreme weather events [15]. Dangerous alterations to terrain can be
caused by anthropogenic interventions such as illegal tunnels made in riverbanks to steal
woolly mammoth tusks [16]. The archaeology and heritage professions have developed risk
evaluation methodologies and methods that can be utilised in the Arctic [17] for cultural
heritage. However, with rapid climate change, these need to be reviewed regularly.

3. Remote Sensing

Remote Sensing methods represent a mature yet dynamically evolving set of tech-
niques and data sources that offer a relatively good fit to the task of enhancing risk analysis
and safety assessment for arctic heritage. A fundamental consideration of the utility of
any remote sensing system in this or any other area of application is its spatiotempo-
ral characteristics. These are illustrated schematically in Figure 2, which considers four
model observing systems: ‘UAV’, representing a user-operated Uninhabited Airborne
Vehicle system (which could mean simply an off-the-shelf consumer-grade ‘drone’ with an
integrated camera, or something more sophisticated); ‘Worldview’, representing commer-
cially available ultra-high-resolution satellite imagery (the example in the figure assumes
WorldView-3 imagery from the DigitalGlobe corporation); ‘Sentinel-2’, representing freely-
available medium-resolution satellite imagery such as that from the Sentinel-2 Multispectral
Imager system; and ‘MODIS’, representing freely-available, coarse-resolution but high
temporal resolution satellite imagery such as that from the MODIS (Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer) sensor. Each of these systems has a limiting spatial resolution,
i.e., the smallest scale of detail capable of being resolved. It also has maximum useful
spatial coverage. For the satellite systems, this exceeds 10 km, but for the UAV, we set this
somewhat arbitrarily to 100 m to represent an area that could be surveyed in a reasonable
length of time. The minimum revisit time for satellite-based systems is set mainly by the
laws of orbital dynamics and is, broadly speaking, inversely proportional to the spatial
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resolution [18]. Thus a system like MODIS, with a spatial resolution of 250 metres, can
revisit a given location daily, while the Sentinel-2 system with a 10 m resolution has a
5-day revisit capability. We also suppose that observing systems have a maximum useful
duration of observations. For satellite-based systems, these are assumed to be effectively
infinite going into the future, though, for retrospective data, they extend back only as far
as the satellite record, which is a matter of a few decades. For UAV-based systems, we
consider the upper limit for the revisit to be set by the typical three-year duration of a
funded research project.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the useful ranges of spatial and temporal coverage of various
representative remote sensing systems: UAV (Uninhabited Autonomous Vehicle), MODIS (Moderate-
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer), Sentinel-2 and WorldView. The oblique lines show the
combination of spatial and temporal resolution needed to capture a spatial process, such as coastal
erosion or vegetation advance at a particular rate, as discussed in the text. The phenomena labelled
in red represent different observation objectives, also discussed in the text.

Figure 2 also shows the requirements of four representative data applications. ‘Site’ is
intended to represent the requirements for monitoring the security of a site; we suppose a
spatial resolution of 0.1 m and a revisit time of 0.1 days (=2.4 h, although perhaps even more
frequent reacquisition could be desirable). As the figure shows, satellite-based systems
would be incapable of providing this level of surveillance, although UAV systems could do
so. ‘Landscape’, ‘seasonal’ and ‘global’ are intended to suggest the observing parameters
necessary to represent the site’s characteristics at the landscape scale, assumed to vary not
more rapidly than annually, and at the regional scale where broad global characteristics may
need to be established every few years, or seasonal variations may need to be established
with weekly observations. As the figure suggests, these seasonal, global, and landscape
characteristics are well within the scope of freely available satellite data.

From the perspective of risk to Arctic heritage, the most important aspects of the
physical environment are likely to be centred on landscape stability and erosion. Coastal
erosion is a widespread phenomenon around the Arctic [19], with rates of retreat as high as
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10–20 metres per year in some parts of Alaska and Canada, although rates around 1 metre
per year are generally more usual [19]. Remote sensing methods provide an effective tool
to monitor this phenomenon since discrimination between land and water in optical and
especially near-infrared imagery is generally straightforward. The reliably measurable rate
of coastline retreat depends on both the spatial resolution and the locational accuracy of
imagery and the time interval before its reacquisition. For example, the freely-available
Multispectral Imager (MSI) imagery from the European Space Agency’s Sentinel-2 mission
has a spatial resolution of 10 m and a positioning accuracy of 20 m or better, so that images
would have to be acquired at least three years apart in order to resolve a rate of retreat of
10 m/year (and, by extension, a rate of 1 m/year would require a decades-long time-series).

This is illustrated by the oblique lines in Figure 2. For example, the line labelled
‘10 m/year’ passes through the point with a spatial scale (on the vertical axis) of 10 m and
a revisit time (on the horizontal axis) of 365 days, showing that a revisit time of at least
one year would be needed to capture change at a rate of 10 m/year at a spatial scale of
10 m. Thus, the area to the right of the oblique line shows combinations of spatial scale and
revisit time capable of capturing such a change. The figure shows that this area overlaps
with the observed characteristics of the Sentinel-2 MSI instrument.

Higher-resolution satellite imagery, such as that available from WorldView or Planet
observing systems, has also demonstrated their value. Figure 3, reproduced from [12],
illustrates the effectiveness of high-resolution satellite imagery and the scope for automation
of the change-detection workflow. In this particular instance, a single erosion event caused
the destruction of an isthmus and the conversion of a peninsula into an island. Identification
and analysis of this event were collaborative between Yupik hunters and remote sensing
specialists [12]. The effectiveness of satellite radar imagery for detecting coastal erosion
has also been demonstrated [20]. Aerial images, from UAVs or otherwise, are capable of
resolving much smaller rates of change and have proved their value in monitoring and
predicting coastal erosion rates [21,22]. Figure 2 illustrates the good match between the
observing characteristics offered by UAV systems and the phenomenon of coastal erosion
and shows that satellite-based systems are also potentially useful.
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as defined by USGS in 1954; (d) the result of automated coastline change detection. Reproduced
from [12] with permission of the authors.
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Remote sensing methods can also be applied effectively to monitor the stability of
terrain, although this is a more complex task than identifying coastal erosion processes.
The latter is essentially a two-dimensional problem which involves drawing lines on a map
while mapping the configuration of the land surface is a three-dimensional problem. A
number of techniques are available for constructing a Digital Elevation Model (DEM: a
digital representation of the terrain surface height) from remotely sensed data, including
automated stereophotogrammetric methods from digital imagery, radar interferometry, and
LiDAR (laser ranging) methods. These are all, in principle, possible from both spaceborne
and airborne platforms, and a number of DEM products created from spaceborne data
have been placed in the public domain, although in general, they are of too low spatial
or temporal resolution to be useful for characterising cultural heritage sites (unless the
disturbance is a very large one like a methane blowout [23]. Measurements from airborne
platforms, however, are well-matched to the scale of sites. Here, the two most useful
approaches are airborne LiDAR and Structure from Motion (SfM) [24]. Both can resolve
height differences down to centimetres at a horizontal resolution of decimetres. SfM, in
particular, is a technique that can be applied using digital images collected from a relatively
simple and inexpensive UAV system [25], although the data processing is somewhat
demanding. Terrain stability can also be modelled using GIS methods, with suitable input
layers including geological and DEM data and mapping of existing features indicative of
instability. This approach has been successfully demonstrated by Nicu et al. [26].

The commonest form of remotely sensed data, at least when obtained from spaceborne
platforms, is imagery covering the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) parts of the electromag-
netic spectrum. This type of imagery is especially well suited to making qualitative and
quantitative observations of vegetation, and it has been widely exploited for this purpose
for decades. The presence and vigour of green-leafed vegetation can be estimated using the
normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), a mathematical derivative of the imagery
that is strongly correlated to the leaf-area index (LAI) [27]. Differences between plant types
can be inferred from the multispectral characteristics of images and used to make maps
which can, in turn, be used to assess phenomena such as vegetation encroachment [28] or
retreat and, indirectly, human foot traffic [29].

Archaeological sites are not inherently sterile or benign biologically; they may contain
dangerous bacteria or viruses, such as the 1918 influenza N1H1 virus [30,31]. Remote
sensing can reveal large-scale impacts of pollution, which may have an adverse effect on
cultural artefacts [32] and indicate areas that would be suitable host habitats for pathogens.
The arctic and subarctic regions are subject to some local and regional disturbance from
chemical pollution [33], as well as transboundary pollution advected from lower latitudes.
The presence of chemical pollutants can sometimes be inferred indirectly through their
effects on vegetation (which can become stressed, or even be killed, or which can undergo
an abnormal succession) or on a water surface (which can change its optical reflectance
properties as a result of suspended sediments or a surface layer of hydrocarbon contami-
nants) [34]. In addition to the Arctic being the location of the largest nuclear explosion in
history, a legacy of radiological sources poses a risk. These, however, remain inaccessible to
remote sensing technology.

4. Robotics

The deployment of robotic resources with onboard sensors, both mobile and static site
monitoring, can enhance safety. Robots: airborne, terrestrial or underwater, provide agile
platforms on which to examine physically dangerous or demanding spaces with the option,
if suitably equipped, of physically manipulating objects that are encountered. One instance
in which robots could be utilised is when an illegal tunnel, dug by thieves seeking woolly
mammoth tusks, is discovered as the tunnel may be dangerously unstable. Former indus-
trial sites, including mines and military sites, are best examined, before entry by humans,
by robots for structural integrity and radiological, chemical and biological hazards. In the
event of hazards being encountered or access being physically impossible for a human, a
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robotic heritage survey, e.g., utilising photogrammetry-SfM and other technologies, can be
conducted (ROVINA 2021) (See Figure 4) and, if suitably equipped, archaeological exami-
nation and excavation can be accomplished. The Centre for Ice and Climate’s ‘CIC’ rover
(See Figure 5) is an example of the transformation in robotics occurring through reduced
costs utilising 3-D printing, institutional workshops and enhanced onboard processing [35].
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archaeological surveys to search for former bases that have been covered and associated equipment,
such as aircraft within the ice (CIC Project).

Early assessment of utilising radar to detect the presence and movements of polar
bears around a site had demonstrated potential (although based on a small sample) with
a two-thirds detection rate, including when human observation was not possible due
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to lack of visibility [36]. The future deployment of enhanced technical surveillance—in
combination with human vigilance—has the potential to enhance safety and reduce stress.

The seabed is the repository of millennia of material culture. The potential exists for
ship or benthic-based platforms, in combination with Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUV) and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) that could examine large areas of seabed
before sending divers or more specialised equipment to the chosen sites [37]. Conversely,
the accessibility of robotic equipment in the public domain will enable criminals, or the
naïve amateur, to access locations and artefacts previously protected by their remoteness.

5. Discussion

It has been the aim of this technical note to stimulate the development of a field
of study which brings modern information and data collection technologies to bear on
issues related to heritage at risk in the Arctic. Heritage in the Arctic, and those associated
with it, are confronted by dynamic risks that have the potential to cause harm, ranging
from community and cultural loss to physical injury or worse. Proactively utilising and
enhancing remote sensing and robotics in heritage endeavours has the potential to improve
safety for Arctic communities, archaeologists and other heritage practitioners. In addition,
ongoing co-productive research regarding the preservation and protection of data related
to heritage is required to ensure that the use of remote sensing technologies and techniques,
including AI, occurs in ways that respect and protect cultural privacy. There is also concern
regarding how criminals could utilise remote sensing technologies and techniques in their
attempts to plunder sites in the maritime and terrestrial realms. The authors are engaged,
with others, in the creation of the Tromsø Arctic Simulation Centre (TASIC), currently
in development at UiT Norway’s Arctic University. It is hoped that this will provide
the resources for the ARCTIC HARP (Heritage at Risk Project) to conduct sophisticated
simulated exercises with associated machine learning to examine individual and compound
risks to cultural heritage. UiT’s robotic resources will also be utilised to understand better
and enhance how these resources can be deployed in situ and related to remote sensing.
Central to the project will be integration with heritage organisations and colleagues across
the Arctic. TASIC should generate some novel insights in this newly developing field; the
authors would welcome additional information and suggestions that may enhance research
on this topic.

6. Conclusions

This preliminary survey indicates that whilst some related technologies and techniques
have already been deployed, there is scope for further integration of technologies and
techniques, dissemination of lessons learnt, and empowerment of local communities. There
is also the ongoing technical issue of utilising equipment designed for more moderate
climates in the demanding Arctic environment.
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